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ABSTRACT
Qualtech Systems, Inc. (QSI)’s integrated toolset, consisting of TEAMS-Designer® and TEAMS-RDS® provides a comprehensive model-based systems engineering approach that can be deployed for fault management throughout the equipment life-cycle – from its design for fault management to condition-based maintenance of the equipment. The TEAMS® failure-cause effect dependency model is a digital twin representation of the equipment in its failure-space and allows for various types of analyses such as testability, serviceability, failure propagation and others that facilitate fault management design of the equipment. The same model is deployed through TEAMS-RDS® for condition monitoring, prognostics, real-time health assessment, failure impact analysis, guided troubleshooting and others that facilitate condition-based maintenance as well as ensure efficient and rapid maintenance actions. In this paper, we present an overview of QSI’s integrated toolset, with a focus on a systematic model-based approach towards an automated development of Failure Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and other relevant analyses for the equipment, for an improved understanding of failure effects and their causality at the system-level. The eventual objective here is improved equipment design as well as designing improved failure detection, failure isolation and failure mitigation. The paper will also discuss examples of such real-world applications for smart manufacturing in major depot maintenance facilities in the US. A subsequent paper will focus on the development and integration of process-level and equipment-level FMECAs for Smart Manufacturing applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
As technology advances, there is a significant increase in the complexity, sophistication and automation of manufacturing processes and correspondingly, of the systems and equipment that are key constituent elements of the manufacturing processes. A modern automated manufacturing process consists of sets of different complex equipment working sequentially on the products being manufactured as they make their way through the processing line to their desired form, fit and finish. Each of these manufacturing processing lines with intricate dependencies between the process and the equipment results in a challenging environment for timely failure detection, accurate failure identification and corresponding mitigation.

As an example, consider a modern automated metal finishing facility for aircraft parts manufacturing or overhaul. The controllers for such manufacturing processes execute a large set of well-orchestrated sequence of processes such as cleaning, etching, rinsing, metal stripping, deoxidizing or pH neutralizing, coating, plating and others. Each of these processes executed correctly in sequence leads to the finished metal product that can pass various acceptance tests including visual inspections, corrosion resistance checks, adhesion tests etc. Any failure of these tests can lead to the rejection of not
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just that specific part but can also lead to the condemnation of the entire batch making such failures extremely expensive. The above failures can occur due to a whole host of factors that may include environmental factors such as incorrect temperature control, humidity control and process-related factors such as inadequate processing times, incorrect solution composition and contamination, as well as equipment-level failures which may have direct causal relationship with the aforementioned factors.

A thorough understanding of these failures and their effects on the finished product is essential in order to set up appropriate monitoring and preventive management of those failure effects. Thus, the step of understanding and documenting process-level failure modes and their effects is the first key step in ensuring that a failure management system can be put in place that ensures a finished product satisfies all requirements and passes all acceptance tests for it to be installed in the aircraft. Failures that are not understood will likely not be adequately monitored, detected, isolated and corrected in a timely manner. This can lead to significant loss of material, time and resources for the facility and can even halt the production process. Thus, the first and foremost need that is essential for efficient and reliable operations at any modern manufacturing facility is a comprehensive understanding of the different potential failures in all of the processing stages that can lead to the product failing to meet its form, fit and function related specifications.

This paper (part of a series of two) describes QSI’s cause-effect multi-function model-based systematic approach towards automated development of documents such as the FMECA, Dependency Analysis and Fault Trees for the identification of equipment-level failures, their propagation through the manufacturing system and the manifestation of those failures as undesirable effects during equipment operation. The paper also provides a brief description the TEAMS® software products from QSI that utilize that modeling methodology. The same cause-effect dependency models are used by QSI’s TEAMS® software products for systematic analyses for overall fault management design as well as operational-level process and equipment health monitoring and guided troubleshooting in the event of failures. A subsequent paper will focus on process-level FMECA development and its integration with equipment-level FMECA as described in this paper for the development of an automated overall system-level FMECA that can be applied towards large and complex manufacturing processes.

QSI is currently adapting and leveraging its TEAMS® software tools for integrated process-level and equipment-level FMECA for a major smart manufacturing facility in the US and the paper will conclude with the modeling methodology adapted for the automatic generation and update of FMECA for the process and equipment at that facility. The FMECA will lead to the subsequent adaptation of the TEAMS® model for process and equipment health assessment and facilitate guided troubleshooting, as necessary, for failure root-cause isolation and mitigation/recovery. It is anticipated that the same modeling methodology and software integration and deployment strategy, if proven to be successful at this facility, can be readily adapted for other similar smart manufacturing centers.

2. QSI’S INTEGRATED TEAMS® TOOLSET

Increasing system and process complexity and automation presents formidable system health management related challenges to manufacturers and end users of complex systems, such as aircraft, helicopters, spacecraft as well as smart manufacturing centers. Qualtech Systems Inc.’s testability engineering tool, TEAMS®, employed dependency modeling, albeit in a hierarchical directed graph format, to model such complex systems. The TEAMS® modeling approach allows the modeler to capture system information more naturally in a “colored” di-graph format that retains close relationship to the structure or information flow in a system. QSI has also developed additional software tools that expand the TEAMS® family for comprehensive fault management design and analysis and also for operational usage such as runtime health assessment and efficient field maintenance service. Our current research is focused on developing an integrated package with comprehensive diagnostics and prognostics capabilities that addresses Design for Testability (DFT) and Serviceability, FMECA, Fault Tree Analysis as well as Condition-Based Maintenance and Guided Troubleshooting. The use of the same model for all of the above analyses and maintenance-related services eliminates redundant modeling and ensures that the detection and isolation measures predicted in the design phase are realized in the field.

3. TEAMS® MODELING METHODOLOGY

Minimizing the life-cycle cost of a complex system requires a well-coordinated effort involving people of different expertise. In effect, the model is the means by which people document and convey their understanding of the system, as it relates to their fields of expertise. For example, to the design engineer, the model could be a block diagram with transfer functions, whereas to a maintenance engineer, it is the schematic of replaceable components that make up the system. The objective is to develop a modeling methodology that is simple and intuitive enough so that people of various
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disciplines can understand and relate to it, yet powerful enough to be used during the entire life-cycle of a system.

The foundation of TEAMS® modeling methodology is based on the following concepts:

First, for diagnostic purposes, we only need to model how a fault (or cause) propagates to the various monitoring points. The objective is not design verification: we assume that the system normally works to specification. The failure of one or more components (causes) results in system malfunctions (effects) that are observable at various points (test points) in the system. For FMECA, the goal is to trace the effects of a failure and assess its impact on system performance. For DFT, the goal is to ensure that the system is sufficiently observable (and controllable) so that the cause of a malfunction can be easily identified. In field maintenance, the goal is to identify the cause of a malfunction in minimum time/cost. In all these cases, it is sufficient to model the system in its failure space. Thus, the system can be modeled in terms of first-order cause-effect dependencies, i.e., how a faulty node affects its immediate neighbors. Higher-order dependencies can be inferred from first-order dependencies.

Second, the failure space is not binary (i.e., simple pass/fail), as is assumed in structural and traditional dependency models. The function space is multidimensional. Consequently, the failure space, which is the complement of function space, is also multidimensional. For example, the function of a sine wave generator is to generate a sine wave of specified amplitude, phase and frequency. It is said to have failed if the output sine wave does not have any of the desired amplitude, phase or frequency.

Third, since the failure state can be arbitrary, it is unnecessary to model the exact quantitative relationships. In order to illustrate this assertion, consider a cascade of three amplifiers, having gains of 2, 3, and 4, with an overall gain of 24. If, due to a fault, the new gain is 12, the first stage, with a design gain of 2, should not necessarily be implicated; the gain of any of the stages may have been reduced by half due to a failure. Thus, when the same attribute is modified by multiple components, quantitative relationships convey little, if any, information. If the gain is off, all of the amplifiers should be included as likely suspects and further testing that can isolate the effects of the individual amplifier is necessary for identifying the failed amplifier(s). So, it is only necessary to identify the important functional attributes (or the dimensions of the function space) and associate them with the appropriate components and tests.

Fourth, there can be two distinct types of failures: functional failures and general failures. Consider a lossless (passive) filter consisting of an inductor and a capacitor. If a fault in the inductor or capacitor causes a deviation in the center frequency, it is considered a functional failure, i.e., a fault that affects the function it was supposed to perform. On the other hand, if the fault is a short-circuit that causes the output power to be zero, this is a general failure, that is, a catastrophic failure affecting attributes beyond its normal functioning by interrupting the flow of information through it. Thus, a failure in a module can either affect the attributes it was supposed to (functionally) modify, or all the attributes flowing through it. This affects how the overall cause-effect dependencies are derived from the structure and function information.

Finally, the functional failures can additionally be construed as local, global or transformed. While, by default, functional failures are global, a local functional failure has a limited scope in terms of its propagation through the system and is constrained to only affect the component or its immediate component neighbors within a higher-level module and does not propagate beyond. This can be despite the presence of physical or structural connectivity that otherwise allow propagation. Thus, a locally scoped functional failure does not affect any modules/components beyond the hierarchy within which it is contained. In other cases, the functional failure may propagate but after being transformed by a downstream component into a different functional failure. A simple example is electric power being converted to torque by the motor. Hence, a failure in the Power Supply module may lead to inadequate torque which may impact downstream components which rely on adequate torque availability.

3.1. Basic constructs in TEAMS® models

TEAMS® modeling is a hierarchical modeling methodology, where the propagation paths of the effects of a failure are captured in terms of a directed graph. The graph has five basic types of nodes with their own sets of function and failure-space properties:

The Module corresponds to a piece of hardware with a certain set of functions (captured in terms of signals). Modules themselves can be described in terms of another graph consisting of (sub)modules and other nodes - allowing for hierarchical modeling. A module at the lowest level is called a failure mode which capture the modality of the failure of the component. The failure modality or failure mode leads to impacting the associated component function(s) in the system which propagate and affect other modules and manifests at various locations in the system. Diagnosis is the process of identifying the root-cause failure source(s) from analyzing all the failure manifestations – both their presence and absence, throughout the system.

The Test Point corresponds to locations (physical or logical) where measurements can be made that can indicate presence or absence of failure(s) in the system. A test point can have multiple tests - i.e., at a single physical location (or probe point) where one or more measurements may be made. Such tests can be classified as symptoms, diagnostic tests (manual or automatic), degradation tests for prognostics, or can be associated with levels or labels to model different echelons of maintenance. Thus, tests in test points are instrumented
Effects Points and Effects are similar to test points and tests in that they represent locations where failure manifestations are observable. Unlike tests, these failure manifestation points are not instrumented and are typically directly observable. Effects can be categorized as local, isolation/component level or system-wide and have criticality levels associated with them that can differ based on the operational mode of the system. Effects nodes are optional and need to be included only for Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) analyses such as FMECAs and Fault Trees.

The AND node captures redundancy information. For example, if both components A and B has to fail before their failure effects can propagate and affect component C, A and B will be connected to C via an AND node. AND nodes allow us to model fault-tolerant systems for diagnosis, reliability and PRA. AND nodes can represent multiple levels of redundancies and can indicate the redundancy as m-out-of-n inputs, where m ≤ n. AND nodes can also be utilized as interim effects that can occur when the redundancy is breached by upstream failures, and removes the need to add an Effect node explicitly at the output of the AND node.

The SWITCH node captures conditional connections or changes in interconnections due to operational mode changes of the system. Switches let us model dynamic and reactive systems whose functional failure propagation may change depending on its operational mode, e.g., an aircraft taxiing, full power take-off and cruising are all different operational modes, and failure modes, links, failure manifestations and their criticalities are likely to be different for these different operational modes of the system.

The aforementioned nodes are interconnected using links, forming a hierarchical graph. Failure propagation algorithms convert this graph to a single global fault dictionary (or D-matrix), for a given operational mode and state of the system. This D-matrix contains the basic information needed to interpret test results and diagnose failures (onboard monitoring) and generate optimized test sequence that minimizes the troubleshooting time (field maintenance).

Finally, Functions are attributes or tokens that are explicitly added to model and assigned to failure modes, tests and effects. Though not a required construct for a TEAMS® model, Functions allow the representation of functional failures of the system and hence they can be assigned to appropriate failure modes and to the tests and effects which are manifestations of those “failed” functions. Functions can be marked as Diagnostic and/or Effect type as well as Local, where the Local attribute restricts the propagation or effect of the failed function to a specific module hierarchy relative to its association with its failure mode.

TEAMS® toolset for fault management design and operations QSI’s TEAMS® Tool Set is widely used in NASA for Systems Engineering, functional failure analysis (Kurtoglu, Johnson, Barszcz, Johnson & Robinson, 2008), real-time diagnosis during prelaunch checkout (Schwabacher, Martin, Waterman, Oostdyk, Ossenfort & Matthews, 2010)(Ferrell, Lewis, Perotti, Oostdyk, Spirkovska, Hall & Brown, 2010) as well as commercial enterprises for Guided Troubleshooting. QSI's TEAMS® Tool Set (Figure 1 - www.teamqsi.com) consists of the following software applications: TEAMS-Designer®, TEAMS-RT®, TEAMATE® and TEAMS-RDS®. The TEAMS® model of a system is a dependency model that captures relationships between failure modes of the system and their observable effects. The model is created in TEAMS-Designer® or imported into TEAMS-Designer® from other data capture environments, and then analyzed and converted into run-time versions for export to the run-time reasoners TEAMATE® and TEAMS-RT®, TEAMATE® and TEAMS-RT® are integrated into the TEAMS-RDS® server environment that provides a scalable framework for large number of concurrent health monitoring and guided troubleshooting applications.

Figure 1: TEAMS® Integrated Toolset

The TEAMS-Designer® application provides a graphical environment for developing dependency models of systems while allowing the specification of several additional practical aspects about the system that are required by the run-time inference engines to provide efficient diagnosis. It does so by allowing the modeler to specify cause-effect dependencies using a hierarchical, multi-layered (multi-function), directed-graph representation of the system (details on QSI’s toolset can be found at www.teamqsi.com). The multi-function modeling methodology (Deb, Pattipati, Raghavan, Shakeri & Shrestha, 1994) used in TEAMS® can be conceptualized as a “colored” dependency graph, where, as in structural models, the structural components are modeled as nodes and the directional links denote dependencies based on structural adjacency. In addition, the system functions are layered onto the nodes as Functions. Thus, if a structural component is responsible for a functionality (denoted by symbol s), then s is declared a
Function and layered onto the node denoting that component. Since a multi-function model is based on a structural model, it can model hierarchy of subsystems, line replaceable units, shop replaceable units, etc.

The interconnections of tests (which can be on-board BIT and Error codes, automated, visual indicators, manual troubleshooting), and faults (at different levels of system hierarchy) gleaned from the graphical model, coupled with repair-procedures, enable the modeler to conduct Analysis & Optimization on the System, generate FMECA Reports, carry out a Fault Tree Analysis and generate a diagnostic strategy for the System. After the model specification is complete, a reachability analysis can be performed in TEAMS-Designer® to internally generate the dependency matrix model of the system subject to specified analysis constraints. TEAMS® Toolset makes use of a common diagnostic model that is used from design through all phases of system operation. Use of the same model across all system disciplines and maintenance phases ensures efficient and seamless transfer of diagnostic and prognostic knowledge, avoid duplication of effort, and prevent any expectation gap between analysis and implementation.

The Run-time Modules: TEAMS-RT® and TEAMATE® and the TEAMATE® framework: Once the dependency-matrix model is available, diagnosis becomes the process of using the dependency relationships and the observed failures or anomalies to infer their possible causes. The functional requirements of the reasoning engine that performs the diagnostic inference depend on the manner in which the observations about the system’s state become available. The TEAMS-RT® inference engine processes failure events (error codes, built-in-test failures etc.), as they become available. It uses the data to infer the status of the root causes (the identification of one or more component faults). Thus, TEAMS-RT® is appropriate for processing onboard data that is either received in real time or downloaded post-mission/operation.

The TEAMATE® diagnostic reasoner performs inference of component health status as well as computes an optimal sequence of (active) tests that needs to be performed for fault isolation, given the current inferred health status, the allowable set of tests, and any precedence constraints on the tests. Thus, TEAMATE® is appropriate for ground-based deployment where troubleshooting is performed interactively. It is a reasoner in a true sense in that it provides decision support by making recommendations without requiring that the decision maker actually follow its recommendations: it allows the user to decline to perform a recommended action and request an alternative (next best) recommendation. PackNGo® is a mobility agent that extends the Guided Troubleshooting functionality to smartphones (iPhones and Android) and tablets (iPads and Android) over a wireless or Wi-Fi connection.

TEAMATE® (Remote Diagnosis Server) is an Enterprise level application that performs the functions of request broker and load balancing and can support thousands of simultaneous diagnostic sessions from several remote locations, including handheld devices. The TEAMATE® reasoning engine that is served by the TEAMATE® server is designed to provide Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETM) with the capability to support efficient troubleshooting. The TEAMATE® framework provides a relational database for the management of diagnostic and troubleshooting session data, as well as for storing the system models for various equipment configurations.

3.2. TEAMATE® approach towards diagnostic and prognostic health assessment

While the generally anticipated outcome from prognostic schemes is the Remaining Useful Life (RUL), organizations responsible for system operations and maintenance can be better served with an estimate of the window of opportunity for Preemptive Maintenance (see Figure 2), which can directly lead to actionable decisions related to operations and maintenance. The ability to determine this window of opportunity for Preemptive Maintenance enables the operations or maintenance organization to align recommended maintenance actions within their existing scheduled maintenance cycles, thereby avoiding any additional downtime.

![Figure 2: Visual representation of Time-to-Maintenance](image)

QSI’s TEAMATE® solution generates an Early Warning signal based on a persistent failure of a degradation detection test. The Early Warning signal may be preceded by a Time-to-Alarm (TTA), which is an estimate of the time from when the trended deviation was first detected to when the actual failure occurs. Using the inherent TEAMATE® cause-effect reasoning capabilities and fusion of inferences from the results of all degradation and failure diagnosis tests, TEAMATE® isolates the root cause(s) of the degradation and estimates the Time to Maintenance (TTM) for those root cause(s). TTM is the estimated time to severe degradation or a hard failure from the time of the Early Warning. Absent any mitigating action, and with further system usage, the degradation level and the failure probabilities are continuously evaluated and the TTM is updated accordingly. Once the Window for Preemptive Maintenance elapses, TEAMATE® outputs an Urgent Warning, which is an indication that the root causes need immediate attention if an unscheduled downtime event is to be avoided.
QSI has integrated the approach for TTA and TTM determination in their TEAMS® software suite. The approach uses existing diagnostic capabilities of TEAMS® and newly added tracking and trending algorithms that can detect and track degradation signatures (as observed parameters) in a system. Figure 3 shows a high-level view of TTM determination in TEAMS® of an Electromagnetic Actuation (EMA) System on a certain unmanned helicopter. The view provides a drill-down capability and allows identification of the specific degraded components of the system and their respective TTM.

Figure 3: Time-to-Maintenance in TEAMS® Health Status Dashboard

The key tenets of this approach are as follows:

- **Tests can be designed to detect degradation**: Observations (or features extracted from observations) from a health monitoring system are typically associated with hard failure(s). Oftentimes, these features can also be associated with degradation detection. Thus, similar test-result evaluation mechanisms can be used for detection of degradations. In such cases the thresholds are usually lower than those for hard failures, in order to detect the onset of degradation early enough.

- **Domain and application neutral algorithms can be used to track the “degradation to fault progression”**: These algorithms follow the trend(s) of the observations (or extracted features) and forecast them over time. The degradation detection tests observe these forecasted trends towards hard failure, and compute the corresponding TTA. These algorithms can be purely self-trained from the observations and do not require any tuning with domain or application-specific knowledge.

- **Identify components that will reach significant degradation level within a given time interval**: The many-to-many mapping between degradation sources (components) and the degradation detection tests, which is akin to the model-driven paradigm for diagnosis, can be solved using standard diagnostic models and algorithms. The TTA estimates from one or more degradation detection test associated with a degradation source can be fused to estimate its TTM.

The TEAMS® framework is extensible in that third-party prognostics schemes can be integrated within these degradation tests via “plug-in” mechanism. Any TTA estimates from these schemes can also be fused with other degradation tests in the model to provide component TTM.

### 3.3. Application of TEAMS® Modeling for Smart Manufacturing

The following is an example of successful application of the TEAMS® modeling methodology for Smart Manufacturing Initiative at the Warner Robins Air Logistics Complex (WR-ALC).

Currently QSI is working with WR-ALC towards deployment of TEAMS® technology for Fault Management of infrastructure-critical complex equipment at the machine shop floor used for depot maintenance of various aircraft parts. The TEAMS® technology is being utilized for identification of critical failure modes of infrastructure-critical complex equipment at the machine shop floor used for depot maintenance through rapid generation and update of Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) reports.

Development of an accurate FMECA, that can be readily updated as the equipment configuration and usage evolve with depot maintenance needs, is a key benefit that can be realized through model based automated FMECA development using TEAMS®. An accurate FMECA is also an essential first step towards effective Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) of that equipment, and TEAMS® software suite provides a natural and consistent progression from FMECA analysis to real-time equipment health monitoring and intelligent, user role-aware, guided troubleshooting, proactive and predictive maintenance of the equipment for both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance events.

Achievement of these objectives identified by the WR-ALC stakeholders will significantly improve the availability and uptime of the infrastructure-critical machines, thereby ensuring that mission-critical aircraft parts being refurbished/renovated or manufactured at WR-ALC facility will be accurately machined and delivered in time whether for scheduled aircraft overhauls or for unscheduled failure events allowing improved return-to-mission for those aircraft. WR-ALC has selected the newly added large, complex and state-of-the-art MAKINO T4 titanium parts machining equipment for model-based FMECA development and Condition-Based Maintenance using TEAMS® technology.

#### 3.3.1. Model Development

As part of a key initial step for the equipment model development, QSI acquired the following types of knowledge:
about the system that are needed for the core model constructs as defined earlier:

1) Theory of Operations of the MAKINO T4
2) Overview of the hierarchical physical and functional architecture of the MAKINO T4
3) Various subsystems and their constituent components, their functions and how they fail
4) Associated error codes (Alarms/Warnings etc.) that manifest for those component failures and their failure modes
5) Failure effects especially as they relate to operations that result from those component failures and their failure modes
6) Existing troubleshooting processes and steps when those error codes are triggered

Acquiring the key knowledge attributes required for the failure-cause effect model development using TEAMS® does not necessarily require a deep understanding of the “physics” of the system. The theory of operations typically is sufficient for the understanding of the failure-space related knowledge required for adequate TEAMS® model development. Furthermore, TEAMS® modeling approach only necessitates the enumeration of the component-level functions associated with its failure modes and typically such basic components are well-understood in terms of their failure modes and functions. Thus, any complex equipment such as the MAKINO T4 when decomposed into its constituent components with their own failure modes and functions can be easily determined from a high-level understanding of the theory of operations of the equipment. The above system knowledge requirements for TEAMS® model development, thereby, makes it significantly more straightforward, intuitive and rapid compared with other techniques which impose a significant knowledge barrier for model development.

Relying primarily on the MAKINO T4 Theory of Operations manual, a few schematics that shows the component and subsystems layouts (“structural connectivity”) and QSI’s engineering knowledge of basic components such as power supplies, electronics, pneumatics, hydraulics, pumps, motors, gears, bearings etc., QSI constructed a comprehensive model of the entire equipment and its subsystems, corresponding components and failure modes, as well as various automatic tests/alarms and effects.

The failure-cause effect multi-function model (Figure 4) of the equipment captures the following information necessary for the automation of Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis:

- The component and test hierarchy, and hence the Indenture Level for the FMECA analysis
- The failure modes of each of the components
- The reliability (MTTF or failure rate) of each component
- The failure criticality of each component
- Elementary functions performed by each component via the functions attached to each of its failure modes
- Effects of the failures of components, in terms of functional failures and their associations with the alarms/effects/tests that detect them
- Redundancies in the system modeled via AND nodes which allow M-out-of-N switching logic, used to compute whether a failure effect impacts system performance or is masked by redundancy
- The connectivity of components that helps establish cause-effect relationships – this is based on the theory of operations and schematics
- Operational modes of the equipment which is equivalent to the switch and system modes in TEAMS® multifunction models

QSI followed a three-step procedure for TEAMS® modeling that should be adequate for similar modeling needs:

1. Enter the structural model, schematic model or a conceptual block diagram. While in TEAMS®, the structural model can be automatically generated from structural models or netlists (e.g., VHDL, EDIF), in this case, the absence of such information led to us directly entering the top-level as well as the hierarchical structure of the system and their physical and functional connectivity using the TEAMS® graphical user interface.

2. Add high-level functions and assign them to the component failure-modes, effects and tests. The set of functions can be identified from the functional specification or the knowledge of the component and its function in the equipment. The failure modes get assigned those functions that are directly impacted by that failure mode. Likewise, the Effects
and Tests also get assigned those functions whose failures can lead to that Effect occurring or Test failing.

3. **Update models with additional information.** For example,
   - Identify and model the redundant components using AND nodes.
   - Identify and model the modes of operations using SWITCHes.
   - Provide additional test information, such as setup operations, resource requirements, confidence, diagnostic run levels, etc.
   - Identify and indicate functions that are local or transformed, and group functions for clarity.

4. **Validate the model.** This is a critical step, since the analysis results can only be as good as the models. In TEAMS®, the user can interactively seed faults and identify affected tests/effects and vice-versa. Validating a key set of these Dependency Reports that capture the direct failure-cause and effect relationship for most purposes is sufficient to validate the overall model of the system. In addition, peer review and actual integration with run-time tools (i.e., TEAMATE and TEAMS-RT) also provide invaluable feedback on the accuracy of the model.

### 3.3.2. Analysis Results

The current version of the MAKINO T4 model has over 300 components with nearly 600 different failure modes. The equipment model is up to 8 hierarchy levels deep, which reflects the complexity of some of the key subsystems of the equipment such as the subsystem that contains the entire Spindle Head and the drives for various movement axes.

Figure 5 shows an example of the cross-subsystem failure propagation for the equipment. A solenoid valve leak failure seeded in the Pneumatic Unit leads to the problems with Feed Axes lubrication of the equipment which in turn can result in inaccurate metal cutting by the spindle. The visual representation outlines the various paths of the failure propagation and how it can eventually lead to various top-level effects including leading to Inaccurate Cutting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>FAILURE MODES AND CAUSES</th>
<th>MISSION PHASE OPERATIONAL MODE</th>
<th>LOCAL EFFECTS</th>
<th>NEXT HIGHER LEVEL</th>
<th>END EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z-Axis_Lubrication</td>
<td>z-Axis_Lube</td>
<td>All_Planes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-Axis_Server_Amplifier_Incet_Offset</td>
<td>z-Axis_Server_Amplifier_Incet_Offset</td>
<td>All_Planes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-Axis_Server_Amplifier_Offset</td>
<td>z-Axis_Server_Amplifier_Offset</td>
<td>All_Planes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSS1_Positioning</td>
<td>WSS1_Positioning</td>
<td>All_Planes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Snippet from the automatically generated FMECA report using TEAMS-Designer®

Figure 6 shows a snippet from the FMECA document automatically generated by TEAMS-Designer®. The document is in the MIL-STD 1629-A format but can be easily adapted to other formats given that the relevant model constructs likely can satisfy most prevalent FMECA formats such as SAE J1739. The display and formatting mechanism in TEAMS-Designer® involves creation of the document in XML and the application of a stylesheet to generate the PDF version.

Another way to represent the above FMECA-type information is through the automatic generation of the Dependency Report from TEAMS® (Figure 7). Dependency Reports capture the correspondence between an Effect or Test and its corresponding upstream failure mode causes. TEAMS-Designer® computes how failure modes propagate through the system and manifest themselves at various Effect points and Test points, where the occurrences of component failure modes result in those Effects and Tests showing up as detection points for those failure modes. As part of initial validation of the model, we generated Dependency Reports for multiple key spindle related effects and have utilized subject matter expertise to validate those dependency relations. Validation of these dependency relations for a sufficiently large subset of such effects and tests with significant coverage is also how NASA has typically validated its TEAMS® models for spacecraft systems and rockets.
Figure 7: A segment of the Dependency Report showing Failure Causes for the “Spindle Did Not Start” Effect

Figure 7 shows an example of a Dependency Report for the Effect “Spindle Did Not Start” that lists all the different Failure Modes, each of whose occurrence can lead to this Effect. It appears that this Effect can be caused by a large number of Failure Modes across the entire MAKINO T4 equipment components. Failure Modes from different subsystems such as the Automatic Pallet Changer (APC), lubrication subsystems such as the Spindle Oil Air Supply Unit, Tool Clamping Mechanisms, Power Supply can all cause this Effect to manifest itself.

Figure 8: Testability Figures of Merit (TFOMS) report (a partial view) for the MAKINO T4 model

Testability Analysis (Figure 8) performed on the model using all diagnostic tests with isolation set to the component level, shows a percentage fault detection over 99% but a low Percentage Fault Isolation at about 27%, i.e., only 27% of the components can be uniquely isolated as root causes for failure events. The Testability Analysis figure also shows the current distribution of the ambiguity group sizes, i.e., the percentage of groups of components (1, 2, 3 etc.) cannot be further isolated. For example, the histogram shows that 27% of the components are fully isolateable, 18% of them can be isolated to a size of two components, a group size of 3 happens for 10% of the components, etc. As the focus of the model development effort changes towards improving Guided Troubleshooting and more manual tests are added the Fault Isolation metrics are expected to improve substantially.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Significant life cycle cost savings can be achieved via an integrated model-based system engineering approach towards Fault Management that addresses all of the equipment life-cycle spanning Design for Testability/Serviceability, FMECA generation, health monitoring, guided troubleshooting and prognostics. This requires a common knowledge representation (i.e., TEAMS® multi-function cause-effect dependency models in TEAMS-Designer®) that can be used at every stage of the system lifecycle, and a set of diagnostic reasoning engines (i.e., TEAMS® toolset) that implements those solutions for real-time health assessment for onboard diagnostics deployment, guided troubleshooting and condition-based maintenance. This paper is a brief overview of our efforts to achieve such a comprehensive solution.
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